Oscillating Range 610mm Industrial PF Fans
(Pedestal & Wall Fans)

How it's made

Industrial Oscillating Fans
The 610mm Oscillating Fan is
ideal for use in open plan offices,
shops and factories. It is designed
to sweep from side to side, moving
large volumes of turbulent air
across the room, effectively
cooling to occupants.

How it works
Air is circulated around the room
creating turbulence, which
effectively cools the occupants. If
placed near a window or door, the
fan can be used to extract or
introduce fresh air to the room.
The oscillating fan can operate at
three speeds allowing for use in
various climatic conditions. The
oscillation angle can be adjusted
from 0-90° with an easy
adjustment mechanism. Height
can also be adjusted, vertical
adjustments are also possible but
limited to 10° off the horizontal.

The oscillating fan is robust, well
finished and has an attractive
appearance. The fan’s components
are painted black with the impeller
which is adequately guarded.
Height oscillation adjustments are
easily made without tools. The
motor speed control is achieved
through a three speed wound motor
and selection is made via a
selection switch.

Packaging

How to install
Electrical connection is via a two
meter cord from the motor. The fan
can be plugged into a standard
15A socket and must be earthed.

Model:
DF600T
DF600TW

Dimensions
H x W x D (mm)
705 x 205 x 705E

Weight
(kg)

690 x 180 x 910

19.6

Fan is not supplied with a pull cord.
Speed can only be regulated with
the switch on the motor.

Dimensions (mm)
450

Maximum
permitted
adjustment

333

Dia.
610

10º

Dia.
660

Adjustment
1050-1450mm

Specifications
Speed

PRM

Airflow volume
(m³/s)

Noise
(dB)

Power
(W)

Voltage
(V)

1

1100

2.08

52

170

220

2

1250

2.50

56

170

220

3

1400

3.25

62

170

220

14.5

